#Swivel-4-N
swivel
$9.99

#Swivel-5-W
swivel
$9.99
#Lock-Fusil
Track’s New
Tulle flint lock
$145.99

Track’s smooth bore 44” octagon-to-round barrels by Colerain:
Our fancy 44” smooth bore barrel is ideal for a long flint fowling gun,
trade gun, Officer’s fusil, or musket. The 15” octagon breech tapers to
a wedding band transition, tapered round, it flares slightly larger at the
muzzle. The breech plug is factory fitted and match-marked.
16 gauge (.66 caliber), 20 gauge (.62 caliber), 24 gauge (.58 caliber)
barrels have a 1.062” octagon breech, .780” round waist, .843” muzzle.
#Cole-Fowl-16
16 gauge, 44” smooth bore, .660”
only $199.00
#Cole-Fowl-20
20 gauge, 44” smooth bore, .620”
only $199.00
#Cole-Fowl-24
20 gauge, 44” smooth bore, .580”
only $199.00
#Cole-Fowl-28
20 gauge, 44” smooth bore, .540”
only $199.00
#Cole-20-44-T
20 gauge, 44” smooth, turkey choked only $225.00
Track’s fancy 44” rifled octagon-to-round barrels by Colerain:
Identical outside dimensions to our 44” smooth bored barrel, these fancy
44” rifled barrels fit our precision inlet stocks.
Our ‘C’ profile rifle barrel has a 1.062” octagon breech, .780” round waist,
.843” round muzzle, to match our 20 or 24 gauge 44” barrel.
#Cole-50-CF-44
.50 caliber 44” rifled barrel
only $225.00
#Cole-54-CF-44
.54 caliber 44” rifled barrel
only $225.00
#Cole-58-CF-44
.58 caliber 44” rifled barrel
only $225.00

Stocks for Track’s fine fusil-de-chasse, 44” barrel:

Triggerguard, steel or brass..................................#TG-Tulle-3-B or I
Matching an original Tulle fusil de chasse, circa 1727, on display in our
store, it is smaller than our French infantry musket triggerguard.
#TG-Tulle-3-I
triggerguard, steel
only $22.99
#TG-Tulle-3-B
triggerguard, wax cast brass
only $29.99
Swivels, fitted with mounting screw.................. #Swivel-4-W or 5-N
The narrow swivel above mounts to the thick lug at the front of your
trigger bow. The wide swivel mounts on the fullstock forend, resting on
the forward rod pipe, supported by an underlug.
#Swivel-4-N
swivel, with 6-40 screw, narrow
only $ 9.99
#Swivel-5-W
swivel, with 6-40 screw, wide
only $ 9.99
Spare screws are also sold separately, below:
#Screw-4N
screw, for narrow swivel, 6-40
only $ 2.99
#Screw-UL-6-40 screw, for wide swivel, 6-40
only $ 2.99
The Fusil de Tulle in New France................................... #Book-FINF
by Russel Bouchard
This small book details the variations of the fusils from Tulle: early guns,
grenadier, buccaneer, hunting, fine, pistol and ordinaire, with measurements and photos, soft bound, 6-3/4 x 10”, with 47 pages.
#Book-FINF
The Fusil de Tulle in New France
only $11.99
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Tulle fusil fin and fusil de chasse stock, pre-inlet for 44” barrel:
Pre-inlet on Allen’s patent 5 axis pantograph, this stock is shaped forward
of the lock panels, squared to the muzzle. The forend is easily shaped after
drilling for pins. Pre-inlet for the 44” barrel, flint lock, buttplate, and trigger,
this stock is correctly drilled full depth for a 3/8” ramrod.
Unlike our standard Tulle fusil-de-chasse pattern, this stock is cut for
Colerain’s fancy 44” barrel. We offer this extra long barrel in 16, 20, 24 or
28 gauge smooth bore, 20 gauge Turkey choked, or .50, .54, .58 caliber
cut rifled.
We do offer figured wood, but serious gun makers, re-enactors, and
collectors have correctly observed that military arms and trade guns were
stocked in wood selected for strength, never in brittle or fancy wood.
#Stk-Fusil-2-W1 stock for 44” Tulle fusil, walnut
only $270.00
#Stk-Fusil-2-M1 stock for 44” Tulle fusil, maple
only $235.00
#Stk-Fusil-2-M3 stock for 44” Tulle fusil, fancy maple only $270.00
Does my stock ship as 21 pounds?
Due to the length and girth of our long stocks, FedEx and UPS requires
an oversize parcel fee, and 30 lb minimum, despite the actual weight. You
can add lead balls, ramrods, or other items, with no additional shipping
cost, up to 30 lb total weight. Use our web site shopping cart to display
shipping cost when you enter your address. Then add items, and recheck
shipping cost.
Fusil Fin thumbpiece inlay............................................#IN-Thumb-FS
Wrist inlay, cast sterling silver, copied from an original fusil fin. Mount this
inlay with a bolt through the wrist threaded into the lug on the bottom.
#IN-Thumb-FS
thumbpiece inlay, Sterling silver
only $30.99
Essential tool bits for the gun maker’s work bench:
#Tap-1/4-28-T
taper tap, for 1/4-28 thread		
$3.99
#Tap-8-32-T
taper tap, for 8-32 thread		
$3.99
#Drill-3
drill bit, .213” tap drill for 1/4-28		
$3.99
#Drill-13/64
drill bit, .203” to clear 10-32 or #10 screw
$1.99
#Drill-16
drill bit, .177” to clear 8-32 or #8 screw
$1.99
#Drill-25
drill bit, .149” to clear 6-40 or #6 screw
$1.99
#Drill-29
drill bit, .136” tap drill for 8-32 thread
$1.99
#Drill-3/32
drill bit, .093” for 3/32” dowel pin		
$1.99

